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Title word cross-reference

5 × 7 [MBG77].


30th [WH86a]. 3rd [Ano92].

4th [HAB98].

66-2R [Sey66].

7-10 [VC92]. 76 [Car80]. 7th [HAB98, Zla92].


= [Can93, ICC65a, MB96].

Automation [For89, Fre96, Rad77, YKT90].
automatique [ICC65a]. Automatische [Roe85]. Automatisches [ICC65a].
Auxiliary [Her71]. available [Lan40, Col30, Lan49].
Barbara [GR94]. Barnett [Sey66]. Based [Gel91, Pow86, BS96, GMZZ94, Kat90, Lev87, MPZ95, TC92].
Basic [BL84, CBM99, Gho84, Col62, Cra83a, Kle79, RM74, Sac86, Tay16, Her95].
Bedeutung [Thi83]. beginner [Ano86i]. Beginning [SP87]. Begrie [Deu94]. Being [Kra96, Ano19, Col30, Gou78].
Better [Phil97, PK92, UBR90]. between [Ploxx, WT26, WT33]. Bézier [FB85, MP94]. Bible [Har94b].
Bibliographic [AKWC82, All81]. bibliography [Gib91, Gra66, Gra69, Nel88].
Binary [PS84]. bindery [Sta71b, Sta71a]. binding [Bar71]. biographical [ERBR91].
biographies [BMD87]. biography [Mer98, MS98]. Birmingham [Ano93a].
boiling [Smi17]. Book [Ano31, Bor85, Her78a, Her78b, Mas05, MW05, Ric78, San99, Sey66, Woh98, Aus88, Amo30, Ano52, Bur61, Bli82, Buc64, Dus83, Fos81, Kel10, Kun79, LA84, LA85, Til52, Tho77, The96].
Branding [RPP96]. Breaking [Hol06, KP81]. breaks [PK82].
Buying [Nie80]. Byblos [Ano96c]. BYSO [Lev87].
C [Hol87a]. CA [GR94]. caching [FK85].
calligraphic [Par93b]. Calligraphy [Her67, Cus11]. Cambridge [Sey66, All81, AKWC82, UCBB83].
Camera [Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano98, Zap80]. Camera-ready [Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano98, Zap80].
campus [Rob72]. can [MR92b]. Canada [Lev95]. cap [Ano80]. capitalization [Int06].
cards [Buc64, Cus11]. care [Wil31].
Cartography [Her69, Her79, Her95].
Cardirage [Ano86g]. Case [Per88, Phil97, Ste19]. Caslon [Bli82]. cast [Lan49].
Catalan [FF93]. catalog [Buc64].
catalogs [Anm75, Amo94, Buc64]. catalogue [Sch95]. Cathode-Ray [Kim80]. Cathode-Ray [Kim80].
Celestial [Her79]. census [Ano84, Dep79]. centenary [Bia93]. Center [AKWC82]. Centre [All81]. centroid [AIDG95].
century [Gon78, HK99, HK04, Kel10, Skr59, Souf05, Tho21, Woh84, Mc Glas, McG93]. Certain [Des89].
Chain [TKE83]. change [Ano95d, Edv94, May69]. Changeable [BG73].
changed [Fre90, War12]. Changes [BM87, Mas84, Kir16, Km86f, Km89].
Changing [Ano86b, Cle82, Sha85, Eze87].

chap [Gou78]. Chapter [Lan71].

Character [Ano86e, BG73, CKM86, CK86, KM87, MR83, MS84, NSA90, Re66, SP87, Som90, Ste87, T0H80, Tr69, UKKS84, UM85, Wol86, All94, Ano96f, AIDG95, ELS94, FTBM96, HD88, KD94, Krt94, K95, Lin95, LCO94, Smi90, UBR90].

Characteristics [RF77]. Characters [Ano85a, Ano85c, Hou13a, Hou13b, KB86, KPB87, LZ86, MBG77, Ume82, Ano96b, Hus85, Pow90, TC92].

Charles [Bux88, GS21]. chart [Szo82]. Check [NIS04].

CHEM [BJK87]. Chemical [BJK87, Boa84, HO87, Haa86].

Chemlaw [Mar83].

Chicago [SIG82, Ano82a, Ano93c, Ano03]. child [FM94].

Chinese [Lun99, Ano83b, Ano96b, Ano96f, BS96, CH85, IBC87, LZ86, Lin95, MPZ95, RRLG83, TC92, Ume82, UM85, WH95].

Chinese/Japanese [IBC87]. chip [Ano96f].


CJKV [Lun99]. Clark [ZD91].

Class [Ano93b, SO94]. Classic [BH99, PR83, PR04]. Classical [ZD91].

Classification [ELS94, LCO94]. classifier [BN94, CDV95]. Classifiers [SV73].

Classroom [Clo80]. Claude [Ber23].

clichage [Sta71b, Sta71a]. Closer [BDH+94, BHH+99, BDH02]. Club [WW03]. cluster [UB95]. cockpit [UB95].

code [Lev87, Lin95]. Coded [TKE83].

codes [AUS88]. Coding [Kor75]. Cold [Gra75, Kro67, Jac74, Rob72].

Colines [Sch5]. collation [BMD87]. collection [CIS67].

Columbus [Col30]. Column [Ano85b]. Command [Ano86h].

commands [Com83]. comments [AA89].

Commercial [Dun80, Gul62, Sey82].

commerciale [Sta71b, Sta71a]. Committee [WT28, WT26]. Common [Cra87a, MC75a].

commonly [Fos76]. Communication [CDM02, Pod84, IEE93, MB96].

Communications [Her78a, Her78b, Mor87, Goo82]. Como [Luc85]. Comp [Gra75]. Companion [GRM97]. Company [Ano31, Ber23, Col30, Rom14].

Comparative [Tay16, SZ91]. Comparison [MRT89, SV73, Gul62]. Comparisons [MBG77, LCO94]. Compilation [Hau22].

Complete [Fel03, Har83, Lin82].

Completely [Ale92]. Complex [BKKW98, Woh98]. components [WH95].

composer [Gar73, Bro69]. composing [Lin30, Phi68, Ploxx].

Composition [Ale92, BE92, Com83, GST0, ICC65a, Lan71, Mac75, MNM79, Par75, Rub88, Sha85, Bar87, Lan40, Ber75, Can93, Hen73, Hol84, Hus85b, Int06, Kat90, Kro67, Kun79, Lan49, LK95, MM73, Den94, Sta71b, Sta71a].

Compositors [BBB04, CBB86, CBB93, Har91, BMD87].

Comprehensive [Cle82]. comprehensive [Fos76].

Compression [Ano86c, BHW83, ICM82, SO94].

Compression/Decompression [Ano86c].

Cmp DRAW [Lev84].

Cmp DRAW-8400 [Lev84].

Cmp DRAW-85 [Lev95].

Cmp DRAW-95. Computer [AKWC82, AK73, Bar65, Ber67, CTC65, Cat83, Cle82, CW82, Dav69, DEM+63, Gel91, Gol69, Gra66, Gra69, Hah93, Her72, Her81, Jas67, Kee80, Lan71, Le 88, LK77, Lin90, Mar72, Mc88, MC75b, Neg88, Phi68, Pie71, Pow86, Rub88, Sac80, Sam82, Ser84, SPD72, Wag85, ZJ84, von67, All81, Ano98, BS88, Bee86, Com64, Com66, Com69, Car80, Dal80, F987, Fri70, GB82, Goo82, Hah91, Hen73, Hol84, CTC66, Int82, Int86, KR85, MH70, Pub71, Rom75, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Com84,
WH76, ZD91, Knu86d, Sey66, Ulu86, WH17].

Computer-aided [Gol69, SPD72, Fri70].

Computer-Based [Pow86].

computerisation [Hus95]. Computerized [Ano82b, Aj88b, Aj88a, AJ90, Bea77, CCT65, ICC65b, LB74, Met75, RRLG83, ST85, SDB88, CIS67, Nat87a, Nat87b, TH73].

Computerphile [Bra13a, Bra13b].

Computers [Ano91, Ghe87, Her67, Knu86e, Knu86f, Knu89, SOE77, Win90].

Computing [Lab17, Lun99, Ano92].

COMTEXT [Car80].

Concepts [Com00, FSS82]. concise [Wal88].

Conference [APL87, Ano75, Ano91, CIS67, CTC65, Dun80, For89, HAB98, CCT65, ICC65b, CTC66, Jas67, LB395, Luc85, USE87, VC92, Zla92, vV88, SIG82, Ano92, Des86, SPD72]. Congress [Buc64, ICC65a, WH86a].

Connectionist [GSKM92]. connectivity [Krt94]. Considerations [Ben58, Boe76, Gol73, PR87].

Constructing [Wal87]. Construction [LLW95, UM85]. contemporary [Sha77].

Content [Bra90, Pow62]. Contents [EGL97, VDM93]. context [KH94].

Continued [Ano97, Hel99]. Continues [Eis88]. Continuity [FB85]. contour [NS90]. contribution [Cus11, Ham75, WH76]. contributions [Cos86]. Control [Rac70, RS81, SP87, FZ93, Pos78].

controller [Nas94]. Controlling [Ser84]. conventions [NIS94]. Conversion [Ano96b, BDN83]. Converting [ZJ84]. coordinates [WH76]. Coping [Smi89].

Copy [Kas72, Bar71, Lip78]. copyediting [Swa71, Swa79, Swa86, Swa98]. Copyflow [Kum79].

CORE [EGL97]. Corporation [Le 88].

Correct [Ghe87]. correcting [BN94, Ste19]. correction [Ano52].

Corrections [Sta06, Til52, Til55].

Corrosion [Boa84]. Cost [BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83, Pin81, Ser88].

Cost-Effective [Pin81]. Costs [Mac75, Ano80, Le 88, MM73, Tay16].

Council [CIS67]. count [FB90]. Counting [San95].

CPU [KKM93, KKM94]. Craft [MR92b].

Crashkurs [Kha00]. Create [Buy85].

creation [Buc64]. credited [Ber23].

Critical [BDH94, BDH02, HM01].

crosswords [vdL92]. CRT [Gol69, Kim80, MR883, Pad87, Rac70, Ric81, THL80].

Crystal [Ano86d]. Crystallographic [All81, AKWC82].

Cyber [Car80]. Cyber-76 [Car80].

Cyrillic [Str93].

Czechoslovakia [Zla92].

daily [Dep72, May69, Ten76].

dallas [APL87].

danielle [Dur22].

data [All81, AKWC82, Ben88, IMK82, RS84, Buc64, CBT88, FZ93, LA84, LA85, Rom75, SO94].

database [HYC82, ZJ84, Myh90].

databases [Kim90].

datasouth [Bry84].

d'athènes [Mac96].

day [Dow98, Ame30].

days [Str93].

dc [Lan71, CCT65, ICC65b, JSG78].

december [Ano92, Lan71, Ano96a].

Decisions [Wag85, Ros92a].

decompression [Ano86d]. defects [UB95].

demotions [Par93a]. delivers [RS81].

delivery [Tul85]. demands [Nas94].

démocratisation [Ham75]. demonstration [Col30].

denotational [Pin94].

department [Jac74, Wil37].

description [Ges86, Fos81]. descriptions [CDV95].

design [Ben85, BDH94, BHH99, BDH02, BCJR87, CDM02, Dow98, Gol73, He99, Kad11, Kin80, Kin93, Meg98, MMN79, MNM79, Mü96, NKM89, PRB87, Ric78, Rub88, SOE77, SDB88, Tri69, Wag85, ZL87, ZA87, Cos86, Cra83b, Cus11, Gho84, Gou78, Hal80, Hal81, Lab88, LLW95, LK95, Mas05,
MR92a, MB96, Par93a, Par93b, Ros92a, Som90, Sou05, Tho77, Tho96, Uni78, Pri80. designed [Kel19].

Designer [Hel98, Mul96, PK02, TR02, MW05]. designing [Cra83a, CBM99, WH95].

designs [Gou78, Zap68, ZB72]. Desk [Nat86].

Desk-top [Nat86]. Desktop [Ano96c, Cis87, Cra87b, FN87, Gel91, Mor87, RM19, WH17, YKT90, Bee86, Cra87a, Kle87, Kle90, Nel88, Ser88, GK00].

Desktop-publishing [GK00]. details [Har83]. Detection [MC75b].

Deutsche [BN85]. develop [Rom76]. developed [Ano96f]. Development [Ano83b, Dow98, SP87, Wag85, Hus73, Hus85b, She50].


Differ [Ale92, WT28, Zap68, Zap70, ZB72].

Digiset [Ano19, BBK13a, BBK13b, BD83, Col86, EGL+97, Knu99, McC20, Rac70, Rub88, Wad84, Ano96f, Bry96, BW95, Col89, HA938, Hop12, Lev84, MH98, Mor89, San99, Sey84b, Sey84a, Deu98].

Digitaler [Ben88].

Digital [Ano19, BBK13a, BBK13b, BD83, Col86, EGL+97, Knu99, McC20, Rac70, Rub88, Wad84, Ano96f, Bry96, BW95, Col89, HA938, Hop12, Lev84, MH98, Mor89, San99, Sey84b, Sey84a, Deu98].

Digitaler [Deu98].

Digits [Ast72].

dimensional [MB96].

Dimensions [AKWC82, All81]. DIN [Deu98].

DIPS [FN85a, FN85b]. DIPS-106 [FN85a, FN85b]. direct [KN90].

Directions [Kmn79].

Directors [WW03]. directory [ERBR91]. Discrete [WH86b].

Discrete-Element [WH86b]. Display [AMS83, Ano86b, Lan49, Pad87, RS84, Tu883, UB95].

Displayed [Kor75]. Displays [MR883, WH86b, Niz90].

disquisition [Kra96]. Distributed [BW84].

distribution [Buc64, ELS94].

ditroff [AB89, BD87, Pow90, BD88, Guyxx].

diversions [WBS82]. Division [Sam82].

Do [Bry84, Cle82, Clo80]. Do-It-All [Bry84].

Document [BW82, BW84, FSS82, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, Lam86, Lam94, NCNS82, SO94, Sey82, SP87, Sri93, Tu883, VC92, VP94, vV88, ANP81, Bu894, CHM00, Bea88b, KL82, KH96, Kin93, McC88, WBS82, Won90].

Document-Preparation [BW82].

Documentary [Fle88]. Documentation [CW82, HYC82, Luc85, MPP81, Mar72, Des86].

Documents [Bar64, BKKW98, GRM97, Hah93, TCL82, Woh98, AB89, ACG94, Bea77, Hah91, Uni85a].

does [Ber00].

Dokumentation [Ulu86].

Dokumenteneditor [Sch86a]. dominate [Ben95].

Doors [Das83].

Dot [BM87, DiV84, MBG77, LBS85, L990, Niz90, UB95].

Dot-Matrix [DiV84, LBS85, UB95].

dot/millimeter [LJ90].

downsample [ACG94].

DP [Cat83].

Dr. [Hus76]. Draft [BDN83, Kit84].

Draft-To-Text [BDN83].

Drive [JSG78, FB90].

Druckkunst [Zap68, ZB72].

Drucktechnik [Deu98].

drukwerk [KVM02].

Dual [TA82].

Dual-Font [TA82].

Durham [Ano92].

Dwiggins [Fri83].

Dynamo [Bry84].

Early [Car02, LR94, Hus85a, She50, Lin52]. earn [Pos78].

Ease [Abi88].

eases [Nas94].

Easy [BF80, LU92, Wil89].

economic [Dav88, Hau94, Mor89].

Economical [Sac80].

economically [Lin39].

écriture [PAL16].

Ed. [Zap90].

EDIAN [KAT90].

Edit [MH70, TH73].

Edit-insertion [MH70].

edit/insert [TH73].

edited [Dur22].

Editing [Cia64, Kas72, LB97, Mas84, SOE77, Ran86, Com79].

Editor [Wa87, ANP81].

Editorial [GdMMP58, Swa71, Swa79, Swa86, Swa98].

Editors [BBB54, CBB65, CBB87, Dod97, McS84].
Education [Hel98, FM94, LJ95]. Edward [Pec18]. effect
[BSS92, Pow62, Ran86, WT28]. Effective [Gar73, Pin81, Pod84]. effectiveness [FZ93]. Effects [AMS83]. Effektivnosti [RF77]. Efficiency [RF77, WT26, WT33]. Efficient [Ghe87, IKM82, KB86, TC92]. efficiently [Liu93]. Einfuehrung [Sch86b]. Electric [Lab17]. Electronic [Ber78, Ber82, Bor85, Cle82, Clo80, DUN90, HAB98, Hol84, MAR87, Pie71, SP87, VC92, WAL84, Zey74, vV88, KUN87, Nat87a, Nat87b]. electrolyzing [Fos81]. Element [WH86b]. Elements [Bri02, Bri12, Int06, LK95].

fourteen [Kel10]. embedded
[CK88, KKM+93, KKM+94]. employed
[St19]. Encoding [PS84, SP87].


English [RPP96, BLS84, BL82, CRY15, INT06, MC75a, Ock71, Ock75]. engraving [Fos81].

engravings [Har83]. Enhancement
[Br89]. enjoy [Buh80, Buh81].

Entwicklungen [Zap07b]. enunciated
[Hus76]. Environment
[Hay87, EVD94, WAI82]. Environmentization
[KIN91, KIN92]. eqn [Bra84]. equalization
[AGG94]. Equations
[CH85, Fod78].

Equipment
[NIE80, PEE58, GAG29, KRO67, PHL68].

Erasable
[STA06]. Ergonomic
[MR83].

Ergonomics [KIL83]. Eric [GIL91]. errata
[KNU86f, KNU91]. Error
[GRAB86, RAN86, VDM+93]. Errors
[AMS83, MC75b, ELS94, MC75a, SAN95, WW93].

Erste
[WF90]. Esq [BUX88]. essay
[SMI17]. Essays
[FLE88, DUS93, WA93]. essential
[PR83, PR94]. establish
[MAC74]. established
[BEA88b]. esteem
[FM94].

estimation
[KOP93]. etc
[FOS76]. European
[DES86, LUC85, ZLA92]. EuroTEX
[ZLA92]. evaluate
[ROM75]. evaluation
[DEM+63]. every
[ROS15]. Everyone
[HAA93, HAA91]. Evidence
[TUF97].
evolution
[HAA94]. examination
[WIN90, BRA84]. Example
[SV73, GSKM92]. examples
[SCH95]. Executive
[CAR87]. exhibit
[BER23]. Experience
[BER69, CKE80, ZLI84]. Experimental
[FC77]. Experiments
[SEY66, BAR65]. Expert
[BDR87]. Explanations
[TUF97].
explanatory
[CAR83]. explicit
[SPI08, SPI82]. Expressions
[HO87, PIN94].

Extra
[BRA13a]. extraction
[MP95, TC92].

F.R.S. [BUX88]. Face
[DOW98, JUR02, SHA85, BER23, IEE93]. faces
[AME30, COL30, FLO73, LUD89, LAN49].

Fachsprichchen
[ROE85]. facsimile
[OUN78]. Factors
[DB88]. facts
[BMD87, BIR80]. Fail
[AST72]. Fail-Safe
[AST72]. Failure
[HL87]. failures
[UBR90].

Falsified
[TCLM92]. Family
[DI84]. famous
[BMD87]. Fancy
[HO83]. Farewell
[MAS84]. Fast
[HAA22, BMD87]. Fatigue
[WT26, WT28]. features
[FOS81, HD88].

February
[ZD91]. Federal
[VC92].

feedback
[MAR91a, MAR91b]. feedforward
[MRT89]. Fehlerlose
[ROE85]. Fewer
[PRI81]. fifteen
[BER23]. Figures
[BD87].

Files
[SAC80, BD88]. Find
[SG93].

findphrases
[AB89]. fine
[HK99, HK04, WT26, WT28, WT33]. Finer
[DOW86, DOW93, DOW95]. Fingertips
[LUN02]. finishing
[FOS76]. First
[LUC85, BER23, BLI82]. Five
[STE96]. flow
[FZ93]. Fluorescent
[RF77]. FOAM
[GW85]. Font

[AMS83, AM86, ANO85a, ANO85c, ANO86b, ANO86c, ANO86d, ANO86e, ANO86g, ANO86h, AST72, BDN83, BG73, BHW83, BRO85, CKN86, CK86, EM84, FOW73, FN85a, FN85b, GL84, HOF83, HD88, JSG78, KB86, KBP87, KHI94, KHK96, KIT84, KIM87, LOR90, LZ86, LH91, MBG77, MC84, MRS83, MN77, MS84,
PS84, RS81, Rei66, SV73, SP87, SBSG89, SSST83, TKE83, TCLM82, Tri69, TA82, UKKS84, Ume82, UM85, Wad84, WH86b, Wol86, ZL87, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96f, BN94, BSS92, EEN90, FKS5, Gho84, Guyxx, HFW +96, KMNO89, KKM +93, KKM +94, Kop93, Lin93, LCO94, MP94, MPZ95, MRT98, NKMO89, Par93a, Ris88, SB93, Tow15, TC92, UBR90, WB95, HFW +96.

Font-and [HD88]. Fonts
[Col86, Hoe98, Mar87, ST85, BSS92, HBBG95, Int07, Pow90, WH76]. Forensics [BBK13a, BBK13b]. Font- [Col86, Hoe98, Mar87, ST85, BSS92, HBBG95, Int07, Pow90, WH76]. Form [CDM02, Buc64]. Formal [HYC82, ZA87]. format [But94]. Formats [Ben88, Bea88b]. Formatters [Fuj94, HO87, Haa86, Thi83]. Formeln [Sch86a, Thi83]. Formelsatz [Deu94]. Formelzeichen [Deu94]. Formulas [HO87, Haa86, Thi83]. Forth [For89, Smi90]. FORTRAN


MS89, Rom86a, Rom86b. Merging [Gar80].
Merit [FM94]. Merrymount [Bia93].
Messages [PK02]. METAFONT [Knu87].
METAFONTbook [Knu86g, Knu86c]. Metal [Mas84, McG86, McG93].


s [RF77], Safe [Ast72], saga [DBD02], sale [Fos76], sampling [AAP94], sand [Sim87]. Santa [GR94], Sättungsregler [Lan64]. Satz [Deu98, Thi83], Saved [SH19]. Scalable [Ike95]. Scale [SOE77], Scaling [Wad84, NSA90], scan [Mar91a, Mar91b]. scan-line [Mar91a, Mar91b], Scanned [Bra09, CWB93], scanners [MRK93]. Scanning [Mac75], SCAT [Kee80]. scholars [vL92], Schrift [Zap68, ZB72, WF99], Schriftart [SV73]. Schriftgrößen [Deu98], Schriftsatz [Man87], Schriftsetzer [Bau41]. Science [LR94, RS84, Mill2]. Sciences [Kra01, ISO09]. Scientific [Ano75, Her72, Luc85, NIS98, Des86, Hod03, Int07]. Scores [Fox87], Scott [Dur22], screen [Ano95d]. Screendesign [Kha00], Script [Ano92, Kim90]. Searchable [ZJ84]. Seattle [Mor93], second [Des86], Secret [Hou13b], secular [FM94]. Security [Sch83], Segment [Ast72], Segmentation [KD94, Ano96f, WW93]. Segmentation-free [KD94], select [Gra66, Gra69], selected [Nel88, Ran86, Wal93]. Selection [Ano86h, PR83, PR04, Ten76], Selectric [Bro69]. Self [BN94, MRT89, WW93]. Self-correcting [BN94], self-organizing [MRT89, WW93], sell [Dow83, Rom76]. sells [RPP96], Semantics [Pin94], semi [Lau90]. semi-active [Lau90]. Seminar [Mor93, ZD91], sense [Cra87a]. Sept [DS83], September [Zla92, Knu86]. series [She50, Dep79], server [UCBB83]. service [Int06, Int82, Int86, KR85, Bur61]. Services [Opp85, SIG82]. Set [Ano86b, KM87, Ben95, Tay16, WM88]. SETAB [TH73], Setting [Clo80, Fel03, Jus72, She50, Ste19, Wic65]. setzen [ICC65a]. Seven [Ast72]. Seven-Segment [Ast72], Seybold [SS75]. Shady [Hou13a, Hou13b], Shannon [San99], shape [Par93a]. Share [Wat84], Share-Output [Wat84], Sheep [SG93]. Shift [Wic23], Sholes [Rom86a, Rom86b]. shown [Ano30], SI [Ano14, Ano14, NIS04]. SIC [Dep79], Sichere [BN85], signs [ISO09]. SIGOA [Abr81]. SIGPLAN [Abr81], SIGUCCS [SIG82]. Silbentrennung [BN85, Roe85], Simon [Sch95]. Simple [Dew66, War12]. Simplification [Gra86], simulated [Lag95]. Simulation [MS84], Single [Ber21]. Singular [Ano97], Sinnentsprechende [BN85]. Sinotype [RRLG83], Site [Ber00]. Size [KPB87, HD88], sizes [BSS92, Deu98, Lan49, SB93]. Skeleton [BS96]. Skeleton-based [BS96], sketch [Phe61]. Skill [Edv94], skills [FN87]. Small [And05, Sac80, SOE77], Small-Scale [SOE77], SMI [KAT90]. SMI/EDIAN [KAT90]. Smithsonian [Hus85a], Society [Par75, Cha97], sociological [Eze87]. Software [Ano96c, Boe76, CW85, GL84, LB395, MNN79, Pad87, Ano86f, Ano98, Hod88, Ser88]. solid [Tay16]. Some [Ano90b, Skr59, AJ90, BS96]. sourcebook [Bry96]. SP [TA82]. Spacing [Dow66, Dow93, Dow95, Ste19], spatial [MRK93]. SPEC [CK88, Whi87]. Special [Wii31, Mac90]. specific [SO94]. specification [Car80, WB95]. specify [Rom75]. Specimen [Lan40, Ano52, Bur61, Bli82, Til52]. specimens [Amc30, Gou78, Lan49]. Spectral [RF77], spectroscopic [TH73]. speech [Ano96e]. Speed [Cle82, ZL87], KMMN09, KKM†93, KKM+94, Pow62]. Speedier [Bla64]. speeds [MM73]. Spektra [RF77], spelling [MC75a]. Spent [CKT80]. Sperry [Ano87a], spite [UBR90]. spline [LH91]. sponsored [CIS67]. spotting [CWB93]. Sprache [BN85].
Sprachen [Zap68, ZB72]. Spreadsheet [Ano85b]. Spreadsheets [Ano85a]. squares [Kop93]. St [HAB98]. Stages [Dow98].
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